
THE GETTING READY FOR PRIMO VE SESSION WILL BEGIN AT 10:40 AM

Welcome to the webinar!

CARLI AND PRIMO VE
Jessica Gibson, CARLI

Your microphones are muted. Please turn off your video.

Most questions will be answered after each presentation. 

Please type any questions into the chat box. Planning committee members are 
monitoring the chat.

This session will be recorded and made available on the CARLI website.



CARLI AND PRIMO VE
Jessica Gibson

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hello, this is Jessica Gibson from the CARLI Office.  Today I’ll be going over information about how CARLI is implementing Primo VE for our I-Share institutions and taking you through a smorgasbord of topics!



Goals of this session:
• Learn about some basic Primo VE functionality 

in the I-Share consortial environment
• Understand general options for Primo VE 

customization
• Know where to find documentation on Primo 

VE customization and functionality

CARLI AND PRIMO VE: SESSION GOALS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I hope you will come away from this session with:Knowledge of some basic Primo VE functionality in our I-Share consortial environment,An understanding of the general customization options available to your institution in Primo VE,AndWill know where to find documentation on Primo VE functionality and customization opportunities.



• Each I-Share institution has a local instance of Alma 
known as your Institution Zone (IZ)

• Contains your institution’s data
• Each I-Share institution has a local instance of Primo VE 

that can search more than just the IZ
• Consortial instance of Alma known as the Network 

Zone (NZ)
• Is a central repository of shared bibliographic data
• Allows for central management of some services
• Distributes consortial configurations
• Is not a union catalog

CARLI AND PRIMO VE: THE I-SHARE ENVIRONMENT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, let’s start with some definitions.CARLI’s consortial implementation of Alma consists of a local Alma instance for each I-Share institution.  These local instances are your Institution Zone, or IZ for short.  The Institution Zone contains all of your institution’s local data such as users, print and electronic holdings, items inventory, ledgers and funds, etc.  There is also an local instance of Primo VE for each institution, but it is not limited to searching only your Institution ZoneBeyond the Institution Zones, there is a consortial shared instance of Alma called the Network Zone, or NZ for short, which is a central repository of shared bibliographic data.  The Network Zone also allows for the central management of some services like the Automated Fulfillment Network—which you’ll hear much more about in another session—and it allows for the central distribution of some consortial configurations to keep the processes of our large consortium standardized and working smoothly.  The Network Zone does NOT equal the All I-Share Libraries search that you’ll see in Primo VE, and is not a traditional union catalog like we have been familiar with in our Voyager and VuFind environment.  There is not and will not be a single union catalog in our new I-Share Alma and Primo VE environment.  Instead, users will be seamlessly searching resources from your IZ, other I-Share IZs, and the NZ (and sometimes other Zones!) simultaneously, all from one Primo VE interface.It is important to be aware of these two Zones in order to understand searching in Primo VE.



• Each Primo VE instance was delivered with a set of default 
Search Profiles and Slots.

• Search Profiles define which records can be searched.
• Search Profile Slots allow the user to choose what to search.
• Your institution may create new Search Profiles and Slots.

CARLI AND PRIMO VE: SEARCH PROFILES AND SLOTS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next we’ll cover some basics of searching in Primo VE.Each institution’s Primo VE was configured with a set of default Search Profiles and Slots. A Search Profile is the configuration that defines which records or sets of records meet certain conditions and can be searched. Search Profiles can be scoped to the whole institution or to specific libraries at your institution, or to the whole CARLI I-Share network, or even to specific indexes.A Search Profile Slot what the user will see in the dropdown menu of the Primo VE basic search box.  A Slot is typically configured to use one Search Profile, but may use more than one.You may rename most of the default Search Profile Slots, and you may also create new Search Profiles and Slots if desired.



Search Profile Slot Definition Rename/Toggle?
Everything Your IZ and your activated resources in 

CDI
Yes

Library Catalog All physical/print and electronic records in 
your IZ

Yes

Articles Your institution’s activated resources in 
CDI

Yes

All I-Share Libraries All physical/print and electronic records in 
your IZ; all physical/print records in NZ; all 
physical/print records in other I-Share IZs

No

EBSCO API EBSCO’s API search Yes
WorldCat API WorldCat API search Yes
Course Reserves Your IZ Course Reserves Yes

CARLI AND PRIMO VE: DEFAULT SEARCH PROFILE SLOTS

IZ = Institution Zone
CDI = Central Discovery Index
NZ = CARLI Network Zone

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each institution’s Primo VE was delivered with a set of four default search profiles created by Ex Libris:The Everything slot is a Blended search of all physical/print, electronic, and digital records in your IZ, and the electronic resources activated for your institution the Central Discovery Index, also know as the CDI. If you use Everything, you may wish to rename it or adjust its search definitions, because in a consortial environment like, this default isn’t actually Everything since it doesn’t include consortial resources.  It can be renamed and toggled on or off.The Library Catalog slot searches all physical/print and electronic records in your IZ. You may wish to rename it with the local name of your library catalog.The Articles slot searches all resources activated for your institution in the Central Discovery Index. This can be renamed and toggled on or off.The All I-Share Libraries slot is unique to our I-Share consortium.  It searches all physical/print and electronic records in this IZ; all physical/print records in the I-Share NZ; and all physical/print records in any other I-Share member institution’s IZ whether or not records are linked to the NZ. This search will not show electronic resources that do not belong to your institution.  This search profile slot is required by CARLI so that all I-Share users have access to the resources of other institutions in our consortium.  It should NOT be renamed or reconfigured, and should NOT be toggled off.Based on choices made on the Alma Configuration Form back in September 2019, some I-Share institutions will also have the last three slots listed here:An EBSCO API or EBSCO API Databases slot that searches only EBSCO databases. It can be renamed and toggled on or off. To search using the EBSCO API, the user MUST be logged into Primo VE, otherwise they will get zero results.  In addition, there are known limitations of the EBSCO API search in Primo VE; please be sure to read about these and other details about how the EBSCO API search profiles were defined on CARLI's Primo VE and the EBSCO Databases web page, linked here.If present, the WorldCat API slot performs a search in WorldCat. It was defined if valid WorldCat credentials were provided on the Alma Configuration Form. If the credentials have expired, the search will no longer return results.  This slot can be added later if desired, and can be renamed and toggled on or off.Finally, the Course Reserves slot searches only your institution’s course reserves. This slot can be added later if desired. Note that Course Reserves will need to be configured in other areas of Alma to be fully functional.  It can be renamed and toggled on or off.No matter which of these search slots is chosen, users will always be in your institution’s Primo VE instance and will see your institution’s look and feel customizations.  We’ll talk more about customizations in a moment.

https://www.carli.illinois.edu/products-services/i-share/alma/EBSCO-API


CARLI AND PRIMO VE: SEARCH RESULTS

When you see 
“versions found” in 
the results list, this 
indicates that Primo 
VE’s Dedup and 
FRBR Processes have 
been invoked for 
these records.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next, we will look at a few characteristics of Primo VE Search Results.If you see a results with “Multiple Versions” as shown in this screenshot of some Primo VE Brief Results, this is Primo VE’s indication that its “Deduplication and FRBR Processes” have identified these records as “redundant” and it is grouping them together in the Brief Results list.  FRBR stands for Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records, a 1998 recommendation of the International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions (IFLA) to restructure catalog databases to reflect the conceptual structure of information resources.If you click “See all versions”, you will be taken to a second level search results list where you can see each individual record. You can read more about the criteria for deduplicating and FRBR-izing data at the Ex Libris documentation page linked on this slide.

https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Primo/Product_Documentation/020Primo_VE/040Dedup_and_FRBR_for_Primo_VE/010Understanding_the_Dedup_and_FRBR_Processes_(Primo_VE)


CARLI AND PRIMO VE: SEARCH RESULTS

The Institution facet and the “Get It From Other Institutions” section 
can give users access to holdings at other I-Share institutions, even 
when doing a Library Catalog search.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When doing a search with the All I-Share Libraries search slot, I’m sure you’ll agree that you would expect to see information on other institutions’ holdings.  However, another feature of our consortial Primo VE environment is that even when a user does a Library Catalog search--which we previously defined as search in your Institution Zone--the user may still have the opportunity to see holdings at other I-Share institutions using the facets on the brief results page (shown here on the left), and in the “Get It From Other Institutions” section of the Full Display page (shown on the right), and in some cases, may even place a request.



As of April 1, CARLI has completed implementing 
consortial defaults for Request form content:
• Removed Articles option
• Added fields for “Volume” and “Not Needed After”
• Removed fields for “Pages to Photocopy” and “Alternative 

Location Email”

 In progress: CARLI staff are working with Ex Libris 
on consortial defaults for Display Logic Rules which 
govern when the Request link and/or I-Share links 
should be presented to users.

CARLI AND PRIMO VE: REQUESTING

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On the topic of requesting, I did want to briefly mention a couple of consortial defaults that we are working right now that may affect requesting in Primo VE.  We have made some changes to options displayed on the Primo VE Request Form for all institutions.  CARLI staff have made these change in your IZ on your behalf, but know that your institution can adjust and customize this further, if desired.  In particular, we’ve had questions from many I-Share institutions about the “Articles” option that appeared on the Request Form, and have learned from Ex Libris how to remove this, as well as adjust some of the other default fields listed here.CARLI staff are also working with Ex Libris to customize a set of ”Display Logic Rules” for when the “Request” or “I-Share” request links will display to the user that we can provide to all I-Share institutions.  Our goal is to set up a basic set of rules for more predictable display of the links depending on whether or not your institution supports local requesting of your local items by your local patrons, and whether or not a copy of an item is available from another I-Share institutions when your local copy is NOT available to your patron.  Watch for more information coming soon!  And for more about requesting, my CARLI colleague Debbie will demonstrate requesting in Primo VE in the session: “Primo VE & the Automated Fulfillment Network (AFN)”.



• Ongoing processes that can affect search results
• Changes in Alma IZ are reflected in Primo VE in 15 minutes
• Bibliographic data changes to records in the NZ
• Data changes in the Community Zone (CZ)

• CZ is a shared repository for all Ex Libris Alma users of authority 
records, bibliographic metadata, and electronic materials.

CARLI AND PRIMO VE: TOPICS FOR REFERENCE AND INSTRUCTION

CZ

NZ IZ

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, let’s briefly go over a couple of Primo VE topics that may be of particular interest to Reference and Instruction librarians and staff.With regards to user instruction, it is important to be aware of how the data you are searching in Primo VE may be changing. In our Alma and Primo VE environment, bibliographic data changes made in your Alma IZ should be reflected within about 15 minutes in Primo VE, so, while it is not immediate, it is fairly quick!  In addition, other factors beyond catalogers at your institution can affect the data being searched and therefore the results you get, including changes to bibliographic data in the Network Zone when your institution is using a record shared by multiple I-Share libraries, and changes to bibliographic data in the Community Zone for records used by your institution.  I haven’t mentioned the Community Zone yet, but it is a shared repository for all Ex Libris Alma users around the world that includes authority records, bibliographic metadata, and an electronic materials knowledge base.



• Links into Primo VE
• Permalinks to individual records will change; DO NOT copy 

now during Test Phase. Wait until after “go live”.

• However, URLs for searches will persist; ok to copy now.
• Do search in Primo VE and apply any facets you desire.
• Once you are retrieving the search results you like, copy the URL. 

https://i-share-
lcc.primo.exlibrisgroup.com/discovery/search?query=sub,contains,child%20psychology,A
ND&tab=LibraryCatalog&search_scope=MyInstitution&vid=01CARLI_LCC:CARLI_L
CC&facet=rtype,include,books&mode=advanced&offset=0

CARLI AND PRIMO VE: TOPICS FOR REFERENCE AND INSTRUCTION

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve heard from several libraries who have direct links to individual items in their VuFind or WebVoyage catalog, or have links to specific searches for predefined terms, that they use on library webpages or LibGuides.  Please note that the Permalinks you see in Primo VE during the Test Phase WILL CHANGE after the data are deleted and the fresh extract of your Voyager data are loaded into Alma and Primo VE for the production/cutover load.  Therefore, do not copy any Permalinks from Primo VE at this time.  Wait until after we are live on Alma and Primo VE to copy Permalinks for updating your webpages and LibGuides.However, predefined URLs for SEARCHES will persist, so it is ok to begin updating those now.  In Primo VE, simply do the search—you may want to use the Advanced Search options or use a specific search slot—add any facets you desire, and once you are retrieving the search results you’d like, copy the URL from your web browser.  The long example URL on this slide will run an Advanced Search in Lincoln Christian University’s Library Catalog search slot for the subject “child psychology” limited to Books.



CARLI AND PRIMO VE: CUSTOMIZATION

Primo VE 
Customizations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next, we’ll move on to Primo VE look and feel Customizations. With our Voyager system, the library catalog softwares like WebVoyage and VuFind were managed centrally by CARLI. Out of necessity, there were limits to the number and types of customizations that could be supported across the consortium. With Primo VE, each I-Share institution has much more autonomy than ever before to customize their discovery interface for their users.



CARLI’s Primo VE Resources page:
• Getting Started for CARLI I-Share Institutions
• View Configuration Tabs
• Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)
• Primo VE default display fields
• Primo VE and EBSCO Databases
• Ex Libris Documentation, Training Videos, and 

Information
• Ex Libris Knowledge Center Primo VE Training

CARLI AND PRIMO VE: CUSTOMIZATION RESOURCES

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are not going to go through all the possible Primo VE customization options in this presentation. We would be here all day!  But your institution can and should be testing and customizing Primo VE now in your Alma and Primo VE test instance in preparation for “go live” on June 24. Customizations made before the May 1st Alma Configuration Freeze will be preserved into production so you’ll have a headstart!  And you’ll be able to make customizations again in the future once we go live on Alma, of course.The Discovery Administrator role in Alma is required to access the Discovery configuration menu in Alma where most of the Primo VE customizations are configured. While it is not required to be given the Discovery Administrator role, it is strongly recommended that anyone who will be doing Primo VE customizations take the Ex Libris Primo VE certification training.  There are just 6 videos, 62 minutes total length, and a 14 question test at the end.For institutions where no staff have yet been Alma- or Primo VE-certified: yesterday, April 1, CARLI staff emailed your Alma Primo VE Contact with instructions for how to request basic customizations.CARLI has created several web pages with links to examples, how-tos, and Ex Libris documentation to help you get started.  The first two pages listed on this slide—Getting Started and View Configuration Tabs—highlight the current CARLI Requirements and CARLI Recommendations for Primo VE customizations.  We’ll talk about those briefly now.

https://www.carli.illinois.edu/products-services/i-share/alma/primo-ve-resources
https://www.carli.illinois.edu/products-services/i-share/alma/primo-ve/gettingstarted
https://www.carli.illinois.edu/products-services/i-share/alma/primo-ve/viewconfigs
https://www.carli.illinois.edu/products-services/i-share/alma/alma-primo-faq#apFAQdiscovery
https://www.carli.illinois.edu/sites/files/i-share/documentation/Primo_VE_default_display_fields.pdf
https://www.carli.illinois.edu/products-services/i-share/alma/EBSCO-API
https://www.carli.illinois.edu/products-services/i-share/alma/primo-ve-resources#exldocs
https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Primo/Training/Primo_VE_Training


CARLI Requirements for your Primo VE
• Do not alter the configuration of the “All I-Share 

Libraries” Search Profile Slot
• Add a Link Menu item for “All I-Share Libraries 

Search” to the menu

CARLI AND PRIMO VE: CARLI CUSTOMIZATION REQUIREMENTS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In our web documentation, CARLI Requirements are bolded and the text is colored red. CARLI has only a couple of requirements for your Primo VE customizations at this time:1. Do not alter the “All I-Share Libraries” Search Profile Slot that has already been configured. This was discussed a few slides ago.2. Please DO ADD a Link Menu item for “All I-Share Libraries Search”. When users click on this link it will prepopulate the search box with the “All I-Share Libraries” search profile.  How to add this link is fully documented on the CARLI website, but contact us at CARLI Support if you have any questions.

https://www.carli.illinois.edu/products-services/i-share/alma/primo-ve/viewconfigs#pvecustlinksmenu


CARLI AND PRIMO VE: CARLI CUSTOMIZATION RECOMMENDATIONS

A section from CARLI’s Primo VE View Configuration Tabs page shows CARLI 
Recommendations in blue.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In our web documentation, CARLI Recommendations are bolded and the text is colored blue.  For example, here is a section of CARLI’s “View Configuration Tabs” page.  We will not read this page in details—the text is too small on a slide—but hopefully you can see where CARLI Recommendations are highlighted.  As we all learn more about the system together and how to configure it for our consortial environment, CARLI staff will update these pages with the latest information.  And, as always, if you have any questions, email CARLI staff at support @ carli.Illinois.edu.

https://www.carli.illinois.edu/products-services/i-share/alma/primo-ve/viewconfigs


CARLI AND PRIMO VE: CUSTOMIZATION EXAMPLES

Customize, but verify!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are just a few screenshots of some of the customizations that I-Share institutions are doing.  That said, keep in mind that not all options must be customized! Primo VE comes with a set of defaults and those defaults will provide basic functions in many cases. CARLI Recommends that institutions initially focus on simple customizations and features. In particular, check your Primo VE now to make sure that the default options turned on are appropriate for your library and users on "Day 1"; if not, disable them for now. You can always return to them at a later date.Ensure that all basic functionality is represented and working in your new Primo VE discovery interface; you can always add and customize new and advanced features later after we “go live”!And finally, remember that with new freedom and opportunities come new responsibilities.  CARLI strongly encourages you to engage in local usability testing to be sure that any major changes you want to make to Primo VE are solving problems and not creating new issues for your users.  There is another session in this webinar series that will introduce the basics of Usability testing.  It isn’t as hard as you may think, and the results will help you to make sure that you are providing the best possible discovery interface to your users.



Please type your questions into the chat 
box.

This session has been recorded and will 
soon be available on the CARLI website.

Next session:
Primo VE & the Automated Fulfillment

Network (AFN): A Demonstration

will begin at 11:20 AM

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With that, I want to thank you all for attending this session!  We didn’t have time today to go into in depth training in the use and features of Primo VE or to provide examples of everything you can customize in the interface, but I hope that this has given you an overview of Primo VE in the I-Share environment, and that you know where to go to find additional resources.  The Ex Libris Knowledge Center and training videos, in particular, contain a wealth of information on Primo VE!I’ll now be happy to take as many questions as time will allow! Thank you!
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